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“I� T�e Dit��”
Happy Birthday Flora!
Flora Morrison celebrated her 94th birthday with us on Saturday August 15. David and Flora
brought a birthday cake which we enjoyed at Tea between the two games.

Hopefully there will be many more celebrations like this one!
To see David Klooz’s photos Click Here

Tournaments
The Montyro Financial Tournament was held on Sunday August 30. Two of our teams won their
first two games and played each other in the final round, with first place on the line. After a tense
struggle, Doug and Nancy Findlay prevailed by one point and finished first. Martin and Heather
Quick finished third, with Mary Taylor and Pat Kostecki of Glenridge edging them for second. The
prize for Last Game High went to another NOTL team, Doug and Carol Williams.
Thanks to Rick Montyro for sponsoring the tournament. He was there to greet the players and
stayed to watch the exciting finale and the presentation of the prizes. Thanks also to David Cooper
for setting up all of the equipment in the morning and to Mary McHoull for doing the morning
refreshments and to Paul Rogers for doing the afternoon shift and helping to put the equipment
away. Derek Shervill and Ed Peterson were the draw masters and Doug and Nancy Findlay ran the
tournament. The participants greatly appreciated the efforts of all of the above!

The winning team

Doug and Carol Williams won Last Game High

Martin and Heather Quick were third

The sponsor : Rick Montyro

Membership
We are now up to 71 members. Welcome back John Penic and welcome to our newest members :
Kathy Heit, Bruce Prentice, David and Norma Frost, and Sandra and Terry Davis.
Remember that the most effective way of finding new members is by existing members inviting
friends and neighbours!

August BBQ
The BBQ was on Saturday August 30 following bowling. Mary Watson, Mary McHoull and Joan
Klooz did most of the work, supported by their spouses. Barb Jones assisted them in the kitchen.
George Watson collected the money and warmed the food on the barbeque.
David Klooz and I “produced” the lasagna. If you are interested in our recipe, check the website
for Antipastos di Roma in St. Catharines and click on the menu for Party Portions. If you are
looking to feed a large group of people this is definitely worth checking!
Thank you to all of the people who pitched in afterwards to put away the tables and chairs and to
clean up the dishes and wash tablecloths. Your assistance was greatly appreciated by the team who
had done the setup and food preparation!

David Klooz took pictures as well. Click Here to view them.

Finally
Years ago I studied Nuclear Physics. Now my favourite meal is Fission Chips.
Definition : A transistor is a nun who's had a sex change.
Mary doesn’t like jokes about Physics. I would put in one about Chemistry, but I’m afraid that it wouldn’t
get a reaction.

